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Helm Weave Made Easy

Information and Details

Helm Weave (also known as Parallel Weave) is a beginners’ design, but it is also very pretty and 
sweet.

Helm weave can become the starter weave for a variety of interesting designs. For example, this is 
the starting weave for the Rondo a la Byzantine, you can link multiple helm weave chains together, 
and you can dangle byzantine units off the doubled rings for a unique and fascinating look. I have 
seen, and made, some very pretty helm weave by using different colors for the inside and outside 
rings. Overall, it’s a fun design, whether you are a beginner or a more advanced chainmaille artisan.

RING SIZES

Helm weave requires 2 ring sizes. In this tutorial, I’m using the following sizes:
• Larger (outside) rings: 18 gauge, 6 mm inner diameter (aspect ratio: 5.88)
• Smaller (inside rings: 18 gauge, 4 mm inner diameter (aspect ratio: 3.92)

Note: I’m using AWG wire measurements, so 18 gauge wire has a diameter of 1.02 mm.

OTHER RING SIZES

You can use a variety of ring sizes as long as you remember two rules:
1. The smaller ring needs to fit inside the larger ring; and
2. The inner diameter of the smaller ring needs can’t be much less than 4 times the diameter of 

the wire, which means an aspect ratio of at least 3.9-ish.

As you can see from the front page, with the ring sizes I’m using, the inner ring is barely small 
enough to fit inside the larger rings. On the other hand, if the small rings fit very loosely inside the 
larger rings, the weave will still look nice (just not as nice). 

Also notice that the larger rings stack up inside the smaller rings, which is why the inner diameter 
of the smaller rings needs to be at least 3.9 times the diameter of the wire.

Quick Primer on Aspect Ratio
Aspect ratio is the most important number for most chainmaille weaves. It represents how many 
times the wire could stack up across the middle of the ring. Here’s the formula:

Ring Inner Diameter / Wire Diameter = Aspect Ratio

For rings with a 6 mm inner diameter and wire diameter of 1.02 mm, the aspect ratio is:
6 / 1.02 = 5.88 (you could get the wire to stack up 5.88 times across the middle of the ring)

A lower aspect ratio makes a tighter weave. A higher aspect ratio makes a looser, less dense weave.
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Step 1: Get your rings ready.
Let’s start with some really, really basic steps to get started. We will create the back side of the 
chain first. This is the easiest way to make this design.

Prepare a lot of rings as follows:
Larger rings: make sets of 2 open and 1 closed 
larger rings.
Smaller rings: make sets of 2 closed smaller 
rings.

All the smaller rings are pre-closed using this 
technique.

Rings per inch (approximately):
6 open large rings
3 closed large rings
6 closed small rings

Step 2: Start the back side of the weave: 4 in 1 chain.
The 4 in 1 chain means every 1 large ring goes through 4 small rings
(except the first and last large ring).

Remember this picture. 

Every time we add another large ring, we 
will also add 2 small closed rings. This will 
continue until the backside of the chain is long 
enough

Close the large ring.

(I did say that these were really basic steps, 
right?)
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Step 3: Extend the back of the chain.
Keep adding 1 large and 2 small rings until your chain is long enough.

Pick up 2 small rings with another large open 
ring. Then, before you close the large ring, also 
catch the 2 small rings from the prior step.

This will give you...

...this.

Close the large ring.

Grab another large ring, catch 2 more small 
rings, and add it to your growing chain.

Step 4: End the chain with a single large ring.
The first and last rings don’t have 2 smaller rings hanging off.

Put in the final large ring.

Note: The entire chain will shorten slightly 
when we add the top row, so make it a little 
longer than you think you need.

Eventually, you will have this (but probably 
much longer).
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Step 5: Place the first orbital ring.
Orbital rings have no rings woven through them. They are held in place because they won’t slip 
around the smaller rings inside them. They “orbit” those smaller rings.

Drop a large CLOSED ring around the first 2 
smaller rings.

You will pass a large open ring through the 
small rings. I pick up the chain and hold it by 
the small rings. You can also leave the chain on 
your table/workpad and press the orbital ring 
down. Either way, you will need to get a large 
ring through the small rings where shown.

Step 6: Add the first top ring.
Weave a large ring through the smaller rings. This is the first ring of the top row.

Make sure you pass the large ring through the 
small rings ONLY. Then close it. All the rings 
will stay in place, so you can hold the chain by 
only the large open ring.

Now you should have...

...this.

Easy way: Add the orbital and top rings at the 
same time.
Hard way: Add all the top rings and then try to 
get the orbital rings in place. (Good luck!)
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Step 7: Placethe next orbital ring
We are going to get a bit tricky now, but once you actually try it, you will discover that it is simple.

Drop an orbital ring (large closed ring) over 
the next two small rings.

We have done this part before.

See the two sets of smaller rings? We are going to put a large ring through those two places.

Here are the 2 sets of rings that the large open 
ring will go through.

On the right, you see the loose orbital that is 
resting in place. Nothing is keeping it there. 
We will fix that in a moment.

On the left, you see the prior orbital that is 
already locked in place on one side. 

Easy technique: Start weaving the large ring 
through the orbital that is simply resting in 
place. (See the indicated ring.) That will lock 
it into place while you continue weaving the 
large ring through the other set of small rings.

Hard technique: Start with the orbital that is 
already locked into place. If you do it this way, 
that loose ring will fall off. 

Bottom line: Do it the easy way.
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Step 8: Lock the orbital ring in place with a large open ring.
Get the 2 small rings to stand up inside the loose orbital ring, and weave a large ring through 
them.

We have done this before. Pick up the chain 
by the small rings to make them stand up (my 
way), or press the orbital ring down on your 
table. Both ways are equally easy. 

Weave in the large open ring to lock the orbital 
in place. Hold the chain by the open large ring. 
This will make it easier to do the next step.

Flip the large ring towards you (toward the 
prior set of small rings).

Step 9: Weave through the prior small rings.
Flip the large ring, rotate it through the prior small rings, and close it.

If you flipped the large ring towards you, it will 
be in perfect position to rotate through the 
prior set of small rings. Now the prior orbital 
is locked on both sides.

Close the large ring. 

Congratulations!
You have your first unit of helm weave!

Continue adding the orbital (step 7) and top 
ring (steps 8–9) until you get close to the end 
of the chain.
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Step 10: Lock in the final orbital ring.
This is a repeat of steps 7–9, actually. 

Place the final orbital, then add a large open 
ring to lock it into place.

Step 11: Add the final top ring.
The beginning of the chain has 2 large rings. The end is the same.

Because this is the final large ring (and the 
final ring of the top row), you add the large 
ring only, with no orbital.

That’s the process for making the helm weave!

Attach a pretty clasp on the ends of the chain, 
and it’s done!
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Ring Sizes for Viper Basket 

This tutorial uses two ring sizes, as follows: 
 
Small rings: 18 gauge wire (AWG, 1.02 mm diameter), 4.5 mm inner diameter 
Large rings: 18 gauge wire (AWG, 1.02 mm diameter), 7.0 mm inner diameter 
 
Criteria for Ring Sizes: 
The large rings need to fit inside every other link of small rings, or around a middle set of small 
rings. If you want to make this weave with different ring sizes, you will need to know (1) inner 
diameter of the large rings and (2) outer diameter of the small rings. 
 
To find the outer diameter, take the inner diameter (ID) and add the wire diameter (WD) twice 
(once for each side), or ID + (2 x WD). For example, for my small rings, the outer diameter is 

4.5 + 1.02 + 1.02 = 4.5 + (2 x 1.02) = 6.54 mm 
 
Because the big ring needs to fit completely around a small ring, the inner diameter of the big 
ring must be a little bigger than the outer diameter of the small ring. A half or whole millimeter 
will likely be enough, depending on the wire diameter. However, if the inner diameter of the big 
ring is too close to the outer diameter of the small ring, the weave will be too tight. It has to have 
a little “wiggle room” to be flexible. 
 
For a nice fit and to position the large rings in about the middle of the small rings, I do this: 

(inner diameter of the small ring x 2) minus (wire diameter of the small rings x 2) 
and then round up to the next possible inner diameter size. This gives me the following: 

(4.5 x 2) – (1.02 x 2) = 9 – 2.04 = 6.96 mm (which I round up to 7.0 mm) 
The rings should fit something like this: 

 
 

Number of Rings Needed 

 
This depends completely on how long you will make the chain. Using the ring sizes in this 
tutorial you will need about this many rings: 
 
Small Rings: 12–14 rings per inch 
Large Rings: 6–7 rings per inch 
 
Overall, not counting any rings you add to the ends to attach the clasp, you will need 1/2 as many 
large rings as small rings. 
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Step 1: Prepare the small rings. 

As a reminder, in this tutorial, we’re using the following rings: 
Small rings: 18 gauge wire (AWG, 1.02 mm diameter), 4.5 mm inner diameter 
Large rings: 18 gauge wire (AWG, 1.02 mm diameter), 7.0 mm inner diameter 
 
Once your have your rings in the correct sizes, start preparing your small rings.  
 

Hint: Some people open rings as 
they go, but I much prefer getting 
a set ready.  
 
This way, I don’t have to keep 
putting the chain down to prepare 
rings. Instead, I can just keep 
going and going and going.... 
 
You will need 12–14 rings per 
inch of chain. 

 

Step 2: Close 4 small rings. 

With this technique, we are going to pre-close some of the small rings. 
 
Close 4 rings, and get 2 open rings. This is our starting point! 

This is the only time we will use 4 
closed rings at once.  
 
After this, we will only use 2 
closed rings for every 2 open 
rings. 
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Step 3: Hook the 4 closed rings on an open ring. 

Hook it and close it, baby! This chain is now officially underway. 

 
If you’re using different size rings, make sure 
you can easily hold 4 rings inside 1 ring. (The 
aspect ratio must be greater than 4.) 

 
Close the open ring (of course, right?). 

 

Step 4: Add the remaining open ring, and spread them out. 

Weave the remaining open ring through the original 4 closed rings, and close it. Spread out the 
rings into a 2 – 2 – 2 chain. 

 
Hint: Those 4 rings are floppy. I hold the prior 
open ring in my pliers with my left hand, reach 
over with my left pointer finger to brace the 4 
dangling rings, and weave in the new ring with 
my right hand. This helps hold the dangling 
rings still while adding the new ring. 

 
The rings will spread out like this 2 – 2 – 2 
chain starter. 
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Step 5: Close two rings, get two open rings. 

At this point, we will start doing the same thing over and over and over and over and over... 
Hint: I like to close the two rings 
before I need them. Sometimes, 
I’ll pre-close a bunch of rings, but 
here, I’m closing two at a time. 
 
If you want to pre-close a bunch 
of rings, great! You will need to 
pre-close 1/2 of the rings: 2 closed 
rings for every 2 open rings. 

 
 

Step 6: Hook the closed rings on an open ring, add to end of chain. 

Hook 2 closed rings and the last 2 rings of the chain on an open ring. Close the open ring. 

Hook the two closed rings, plus the two rings at 
the end of the chain... 

...and close the open ring. 
 
Hint: At this point, you are still holding that 
joining ring in your pliers. Don’t let go! While 
holding it, brace the dangling rings with your 
finger and grab the remaining closed ring with 
your other hand. You will need it in the next 
step. 
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Step 7: Add the final open ring and spread out the chain. 

Slip the final open ring through the 2 closed rings you just added and the final 2 rings of the 
chain...just like you did before! (You’re weaving it through 4 rings.) Then spread out the chain. 
 
Basically, what you just did in steps 5, 6, and 7 is use an open ring to add two closed rings, close 
it, and then add one more open ring to make a 2 – 2 extension to the chain. 
 
Repeat steps 5 – 7 until (a) you have a long enough chain or (b) your back and hands hurt and 
you can’t stand to look at it any longer. 
 
Hint: For the chain length, make it just a little longer than you think you’ll need. When you add 
the big rings, the chain tends to tighten up a hair. 

Hint: If you took my hint on step 6, you are 
already holding the prior open ring in your 
pliers. Now, just add another ring alongside it. 

Spread them out in the 2 – 2 pattern. 
 

 

Step 8: Stand up and stretch! 

Once you get to this point... 
 
Stand up, walk around, go outside, and stretch. 
 
Yes, really. Do it. Sitting for long periods is bad for 
your heart, not to mention your back and hands. 
 
Chainmaille is great fun, but don’t hurt yourself. 
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Step 9: Prepare the large rings. 

You will need a large ring for every link in your chain, so count your links first. 
Hint: If you prepare all your rings 
at this point, you shouldn’t have to 
put the chain down even once. 
You can just go and go. 
 
You will need 6–7 rings per inch 
of chain, one for every link. 
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Step 10: Identify where to put the 1st large ring. 

Find the 3rd and 5th links—that’s where the first large ring will go.  

Put the large ring through these two links. Start from the 5th link, and then go backwards 
through the 3rd ring. 
 
Hint: We will weave all the large rings in 
backwards (e.g., 5th to 3rd link, 6th to 4th link).  
By doing it backwards, the starting link won’t 
have any large rings around it, and you can 
easily hook the large ring through it while 
holding the woven section of chain. 

 

Step 11: Weave in, and close, the large ring. 

To weave in the ring, enter from the 5th link, then go through the 3rd link. Close it. 
Notice that the large ring goes through the 5th 
and 3rd link—completely around the 4th link. 
This is the every-other pattern I mentioned on 
page 1. 
 
From here on out, we’ll go through 6th and 
4th links, 7th and 5th links, 8th and 6th links, 
etc., always making sure to be ABOVE any 
prior large rings. 
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Step 12: Identify where to put the 2nd large ring. 

Find the 4th and 6th links—that’s where the second large ring will go.  

Put the large ring through these two links.  
 
Important: Notice that the rod on the left goes 
ABOVE the prior large ring. The large ring 
you’re about to add also goes ABOVE the prior 
large ring. 

Start from the 6th link, and then go backwards 
through the 4th ring. 
 
Hint: Make sure you don’t catch the prior large 
ring when passing through the 4th link. Stay 
above it. 

 

Step 13: Weave in, and close, the 2nd large ring. 

To weave in the ring, enter from the 6th link, then go through the 4th link. Close it. 
 
From here on out, we will repeat steps 12 and 13 until you reach the end of the chain. 

Notice that the large ring goes 
through the 6th and 4th link—
completely around the 5th link. 
 
Hint: To make sure you don’t 
catch the prior large rings, push up 
the small rings from below with 
your finger. This helps them stand 
up above the prior large rings so 
you can weave the new large ring 
through them easily. 
 
Otherwise, you’re likely to weave 
through, not above, the prior large 
rings. 
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Step 14: Just keep going, okay? 

Keep repeating 12 and 13 until you are almost at the end of the chain.  

 
Use these links... ...start here... and close it. 

 
Eventually, you’ll get here: 
 

 
 
Now, get up and go stretch again. You gotta take care of your heart and back. 
 
Hint: Don’t add a large ring to the final link. You will need those rings to attach the clasp. 
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Step 15: Add the clasp. 

Put the toggle at the beginning of the chain and the ring at the end. 
 
Remember, we started on the 3rd link, but we finished on the next to last link. This means the 
start has one more set of rings than the end. We did this on purpose. The chain may need a bit of 
extra length without large rings to pull through the clasp. In fact, if your toggle clasp has a quite 
small ring, you might even need to add more links to the beginning.  
 

 

The short end, with 1 open link, is at the top 
of the image. 
 
The long end, with 2 open links, is at the 
bottom of the image. 

 

Step 16: Stand back in awe of your amazing Viper Basket bracelet! 

Doesn’t that look pretty? 
 
If you used sterling silver, like I did, toss it in 
your tumbler for an hour or give it a good 
polish with your polish rag. 
 
Take a picture and show it to your friends. 
 
You’re done! 
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Another Variation: 3 x 3 

This tutorial showed how to make the bracelet with a 2 – 2 – 2 chain. I also like to make it with a 
3 – 3 – 3 chain, but it takes slightly different ring details. 
 
For this triple version, I use... 
Small Rings: 20 gauge, 4.5 mm inner diameter 
Large Rings: 18 gauge, 7.0 mm inner diameter (same as in this tutorial) 
 
Here’s a sample of this design: 

 
 
One advantage of the 3 x 3 design is you can incorporate more color elements. Here, I used green 
and silver small rings. (I think this would look amazing with gold-fill wire, or brass, between the 
two green rings.) 
 

Need Help? 

Contact me at mailto:info@chainofbeauty.com if you need help. I want you to be successful with 
this great chainmaille design. 
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Full Persian Made Easy

Information and Details

The Full Persian weave is one of the “classic” chainmaille designs—and one of the oldest. It is useful 
for many jewelry designs, and it looks stunning by itself. As a rope-style weave, it looks great on 
both men and women.

In this tutorial, we will make a standard, straight chain. Nothing too fancy, just the beautiful and 
simple design of the Full Persian.

Ring Details

Full Perian needs an aspect ratio of at least 5.5 or it will be too tight to make. There is no upper limit, 
but once the aspect ratio passes 6.0, the chain starts to look sloppy and amateurish.

Aspect ratio: The inner diameter divided by the wire diameter. For example, if the rings have 
a 4 mm inner diameter and are made from 20 gauge wire (0.81mm), the aspect ratio will be 
4.94. (4 mm / 0.81mm = 4.94 aspect ratio)

For my ring calculators and various conversion tools, see
http://www.chainofbeauty.com/chainmaille-resources/

In this tutorial, we will use 18 gauge sterling silver wire with a 6.0 mm inner diameter, for an 
aspect ratio of 5.88. 

This is about as high an aspect ratio as I like. Anything higher seems sloppy to me. Usually, I use 
20 gauge wire with an inner diameter of 4.5, for an aspect ratio of 5.56, which seems about perfect.

Common options for rings are as follows. (All gauges are in AWG, 
not SWG, so I’m providing the diameters, as well.)
16 gauge wire (1.29 mm), 7.5 mm inner diameter: 5.81 aspect 

ratio (haven’t tried it, but it will work)
18 gauge wire (1.02 mm), 6.0 mm inner diameter: 5.88 aspect 

ratio (this tutorial)
20 gauge wire (0.81 mm), 4.5 mm inner diameter: 5.56 aspect 

ratio (my favorite)
22 gauge wire (0.64 mm), 3.5 mm inner diamter: 5.47 aspect 

ratio (might be a little too tight)

How many rings? With the rings in this tutorial, you will need 
about 20 rings per inch of chain.

Ok, let’s get started!
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18 gauge, 6 mm inner diameter
vs. 

20 gauge, 4.5 mm inner 
diameter
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Step 1: Set up the starter links.
Start with 4 closed rings and 2 open rings. Weave the open rings through the closed rings.

I like to prepare a bunch of closed rings before 
starting. For this weave, I prepare about half the 
rings I will need, approximately 80.

Grab the 4 closed rings at the same time, and 
then close the open rings.

Step 2: Set up the starter chain.
Spread them out, and tie up the last 2 rings.

Spread out the 6 rings to make a 2-2-2 chain. 
Easy so far, right?

We’re weaving from left to right, so the first 
rings are on the left, and the last rings are on 
the right.

This is optional, but tying up the first 2 rings 
will make the starter chain much easier to hold 
on to in the next few steps. Also, it will keep 
them together when you flip over the last 2 
rings, which we’ll do next.
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Step 3: Flip back the last 2 rings.
Flip the last 2 rings over so they are more or less beside the first 2 rings.

This is the beginning stage of the Full Persian 
pattern. The entire pattern only has 2 stages:
1. Add 2 rings up the middle
2. Add 2 rings up the sides
Pay close attention to the rings you flipped 
back. The next 2 rings will go through them.

Now that we have flipped them back, they are 
no longer the last two rings. The rings that were 
in the middle of our 2-2-2 are now at the end!

Step 4: Find the place for the next 2 rings up the middle.
Hold the chain so that you can go between the last 2 rings and catch the flipped over rings.

From the top, it should look like this.

This step is the hardest one of the entire chain. 
You have to hold and wiggle the rings around 
to get to just the 2 rings through which you will 
place the next rings.

Here, I put a needle through the chain to show 
where the next rings will go. It’s a good trick for 
isolating the rings.

This is where we’ll add the rings up the middle.

The chain isn’t yet stable, meaning it won’t hold 
the rings in place. This shows what usually 
happens when I catch those rings. But so what? 
This is still where the next rings go, even if the 
outside rings fall to the side. 

Don’t worry if this happens. Leave it. It’s 
actually a bit easier to weave in the next rings if 
this happens. Once the next 2 rings are in place, 
give the chain a little wiggle and pull, and the 2 
rings will flip right back into place.
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Step 5: Add 2 rings up the middle.
Add 2 rings where indicated in the prior step. This is stage 1 of 2.

This looks like adding 2 rings at the end, but 
it isn’t. Remember, the final rings fell over 
because the weave isn’t yet stable. You’re actually 
weaving through the middle rings.

This will be obvious once the weave is stable.

This is what it looks like from the side with both 
rings in place.

Step 6: Make sure all rings are in the correct place.
Now give the chain a wiggle and gently pull from the ends to pop the floppy rings back into place.

Those 2 rings sticking out of the end are the 
rings we just added. You can see that they are  
now between the side rings. 

Remember, the pattern is 2 up the middle, 2 up 
the sides. Those are the 2 up the middle.

Here’s a top view with all rings in place.

Now that we have the rings up the middle (stage 
1), it’s time to do the second stage: rings up the 
sides.
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Step 7: Add side ring #1.
Add a ring up one side of the chain. This starts stage #2 of 2 in the Full Persian design.

This ring will go through the last 2 rings of 
the chain and through the 2 rings on the same 
plane, where indicated here. 

This can only occur in 2 places, and both of 
them now need rings.

I recommend that you don’t go through the 
final rings first. Go through the side rings and 
then through the last rings. Weave from left to 
right. This will give you more control over the 
ring you’re adding to help close it (see below).

Step 8: Add side ring #2.
Flip the chain over and do the same on the opposite side. This finishes stage #2 of 2.

The next ring will go where indicated: up the 
side and through the last 2 rings.

Again, go through the side rings first and then 
through the final rings. As shown here, you’re 
already holding one open end of the ring, and 
the other side will be easy to grab because the 
final rings can fold over.
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Step 9: Prepare for stage 1 (again).
We just put 2 rings up the side (stage 2), and now we’ll find the place where the next 2 rings will 
go for stage 1.

You should have somthing that looks like a fat 
little slug. 

The chain is stable now. Feel free to drop it on 
the floor.

Push apart the final 2 rings to find the rings in 
the middle. I put a needle through the correct 
spot.

Step 10: Add 2 rings up the middle (stage 1).
This is stage 1: add 2 rings up the middle

Here’s 1 ring going into place. If you hold the 
chain end up like in this picture, the rings will 
be easy to weave into place.

Not shown: Adding the second ring through 
the same place.

Flip the chain over with the start of the chain on 
the top--everything falls into place nicely. You 
can easily see where we will put the rings up the 
side for stage 2.
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Step 11: Prepare for stage 2 (again).
Find the place to add a ring up 1 side of the chain

The ring will go where indicated: up the side 
and through the end rings.

Step 12: Add side ring #1.
Weave the ring up the side, starting where indicated, and then through the end rings.

Now that the chain is stable and the rings are 
pretty much locked into place, you won’t have as 
much ability to move rings around. This means 
it’s very important to start by going through the 
side rings first.

Yes, you can go through the end rings first 
and then through the side, but it’s much hard-
er to close the ring you just added. It will be 
even harder on the other side, because this ring 
you’re about to add will hold the end rings in 
place.

Here’s the first ring up the side. You can see it at 
the bottom of the chain.

I’m holding the chain upside down to make it 
easier to see the rings with the chain stretched 
out fully. If it helps you to do this—great! It 
doen’t help me much, but I’ve done this weave 
more than a few times.

Now, we’ll add the other ring up the side and 
finish stage 2.
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Step 13: Find the place for side ring #2.
Flip the chain over and find the place for the other side ring.

You’ve seen this before (and I’m not going to 
show it again).

You will add the ring up the side where indi-
cated.

Step 14: Add side ring #2 to finish stage 2.
Weave the ring through the side rings and then through the end rings.

Start where indicated.

I’m generally holding the chain in my hand and 
not dangling it in the air like this. Do whatever 
works best for you.

Just make sure to start by going through the side 
rings and then going through the end rings.

Like this. 

The side rings are completely locked into place. 
The end rings will still fold over somewhat, so 
it’s easiest to go through them last. 

Stage 2 is complete, and you’re ready for stage 1 
again: rings up the middle. We won’t go through 
it again. Just keep going until the chain is long 
enough: 2 up the middle, 2 up the side.

Instead, let’s look at finishing the chain.
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Lobster Claw
Lobster claws seem more popular than toggle clasps with men. (shrug)

Add two rings up the middle, and link them to 
a lobster claw. It’s pretty simple. Those 2 extra 
rings you see will take stress off the weave 
because they are straight forward, not angled 
like all the other rings.

Similar to the other end. I like to add a soldered 
ring here, especially if I’m only using 1 ring. 
A slightly larger and heavier ring would also 
work. You could even use 2 rings at the end.

Toggle Clasp
You’re looking at my bracelet here. Toggle clasps don’t come open, regardless of what some people 
think. Mine NEVER has over 2 years. With so many toggle clasp designs, they look great.

As with lobster claw clasps, add a couple of 
straight rings at the end to take the stress off 
the chain.

On the toggle end, make sure to add enough 
extra rings to allow the toggle to easily slip 
through the hoop.

(Hmmm. Time to clean my bracelet, I think!)



Care for your jewelry

General

Most chainmaille jewelry doesn’t have soldered rings. They will come open under heavy or sustained 
stress. The same can be said for any jewelry. Just treat it nicely, and it will last for years. Occasionally, 
look at it carefully to make sure any rings aren’t starting to open. If they are, close them again 
(obviously, right?). Pay special attention to the ends around the clasps. The ending rings generally 
get the most wear and tear. 

General Cleaning

All jewelry picks up sweat, skin oil, and dirt. Most of this can be removed with soap and water and 
a little light scrubbing. Dry vigorously with a soft cloth, but don’t pull too hard on the clasp.

Removing tarnish – Make your own dipping solution

Pay close attention here: I don’t recommend using store-bought chemical dipping solutions (espe-
cially Tarn-X) to remove tarnish. They are bad, nasty chemicals that are dangerous to your health 
and damaging to your jewelry. And they are totally unnecessary. Do this instead. 
1. Line a glass baking dish or non-metalic bowl with aluminum foil, non-shiny-side up. 
2. Pour in near-boiling water. (While the water is heating up, wash the jewelry in dish soap and 

water to remove any grime. Make sure to rinse it well.)
3. Add at least a couple of tablespoons of baking soda. More water = more baking soda.  (You can 

add a few pinches of salt to speed up the process, but salt is corrosive, so don’t add much. I don’t 
use it or recommend it.) 

4. Drop in your silver jewelry. Make sure the silver is touching the aluminum foil in at least one 
spot and the liquid is completely covering the jewelry. 

5. Leave the jewelry in the bath for a few minutes.  (You can flip the jewelry over after a minute or 
so, but it’s not really necessary. You can also stir the solution to make sure all the baking soda is 
disolved.) The tarnish should be gone in a 3–5 minutes. 

6. Throw away the aluminum foil, and pour the liquids down the drain.
7. Rinse the jewelry well, and dry and buff it with a soft cloth.

See a description of the process and pictures showing before and after treatment:
http://www.chainofbeauty.com/removing-tarnish-from-silver/. Using this process removes tarnish, 
but it doesn’t necessarily give your jewelry a high shine. Because it is completely non-abrasive, it 
doesn’t polish the silver. After you dry the jewelry, use a dry cloth or polishing cloth. If you need 
serious repolishing, use a tumbler.

As always, if you have questions about chainmaille, feel free to contact me at 
info@chainofbeauty.com.
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Made Easy

A photo tutorial by David Bowman, Chain of Beauty
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Half Persian 4-1 Made Easy

Information and Details

Half Persian 4-1 is a beautiful weave—but difficult to do. Once completed, it looks intricate with  its 
intertwined loops. Even the simpler version of Half Persian, the Half Persian 3-1 is very nice. The 
name 4-1 means “4 in 1,” or 4 rings go through 1 ring. It is often abbreviated HP 4-1. 

The HP 4-1 is particularly difficult to get started because you have to hold a lot of loose rings in 
place. To make this easier, I use a plastic card with drilled holes. The card holds the first 6 loose 
rings. Once I weave 3 or 4 rings through them, the weave is stable, meaning it will retain its shape 
and design if I put it down. 

I used an old bank card in this tutorial:  it’s easy to see in the pictures. Normally, I use a clear plastic 
card about 1/2 the thickness of the credit card because it’s more flexible but rigid enough to hold the 
rings. Just make sure the holes are bigger than the wire. (By the way: If you want a drilled card like 
the one I use, I can sell you one—but from clear plain plastic, not one of my credit cards!)

Ring Sizes
In this tutorial, I’m using 18 gauge wire (AWG: 1.02 mm), 6 mm inner diameter, for an aspect 
ratio of 5.88 (inner diameter of ring / diameter of the wire: 6.0/1.02=5.88). This looks nice and 
is easier to weave then lower aspect ratios. You need at least an aspect ratio of at least 4.5. Other 
common options are as follows.

20 gauge (0.81 mm), 4 mm inner diameter = 4.94 aspect ratio
20 gauge (0.81 mm), 4.5 mm inner diameter = 5.56 aspect ratio (similar to this tutorial)
18 gauge (1.02 mm), 5.5 mm inner diameter = 5.39 aspect ratio
18 gauge (1.02 mm), 6.0 mm inner diameter = 5.88 aspect ratio (this tutorial)
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Step 1: Prepare your starting rings.
To get started, open 9 rings. We’ll use these to make the starter chain.

Once we remove the chain from the card in a 
later step, we will simplify this by pre-closing 
1/2 of the rings. For now, though, open all the 
rings.

You will need at least 7 rings for the starter 
chain, but I’m using 9 rings to make a more 
stable, easier-to-handle starter chain.

Step 2: Weave 6 rings onto the card.
These are the starting rings. Weave them on the card.

This can be a bit awkward with the card 
dangling around. If you start in the middle of 
the card, it will be a bit easier.

Here, I started towards the end of the card to 
make a better picture for you.

Eventually, you will have 6 rings on your card. 

If your card is thin and/or the rings are bigger 
around than the diameter of the wire, you will 
find it easier to move the rings around, which 
will make the next weaving steps easier.

We will call these 6 rings the “starter rings.” 
The rings we will add to it are called the 
“woven” rings.
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Step 3: Prepare to add the 1st woven ring.
Find the place for the 1 woven ring: through rings 1 and 2, through rings 3 and 4 (skipping the 
space between rings 2 and 3).

Separate the first 4 starter rings. We will weave 
one ring through them. 

Notice how the rings are laying: diagonal and 
showing their left sides. This is very important.

The 1st ring will go through the “eye” between 
the 1st and 2nd starter rings, and the eye 
between the 3rd and 4th starter rings, as 
shown. Hold the starter rings in place with a 
finger behind the card.

Step 4: Weave in the 1st woven ring.
Add the 1st woven ring through the opening between rings 1 and 2 and rings 3 and 4.

With the starter rings constrained by the card, 
you may have to wiggle around a bit. For 
this ring, I go up through the right rings and 
down through the left rings. Don’t worry if the 
closure is hard to make perfect here. You can 
fix it once you remove the card.

Now that the 1st woven ring is in place, flip 
over the 5th starter ring. It will be in position 
to add the next woven ring.
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Step 5: Add the 2nd woven ring.
Add the 2nd woven ring through the opening between rings 2 and 3 and rings 4 and 5.

We will just move over to the right by one ring. 
Before, we went through starter rings 1–2 and 
3–4. Now, we will go through starter rings 2–3 
and 4–5. Make sure the new woven ring goes 
above the prior woven ring and only passes 
through starter rings.

Look at the weave from the side: see that the 
new woven ring only goes through starter 
rings and is above the prior woven ring.

Step 6: Add the 3rd woven ring.
Move to the right again and add the next woven ring as before.

Once this ring is in place, the weave will be 
very stable and fairly easy to handle. Just move 
to the right one more time and add another 
ring where indicated. Make sure to keep it 
above the prior woven rings.

You should now have something that looks 
like this. If you do, great! The fun part is about 
to begin!
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Step 7: Check for errors and mark the chain beginning.
Look for the correct layering pattern, and add something to indicate where the chain starts.

This should look like a series of offset “Vs” 
with 6 rings on one side and 3 rings on the 
other. Notice that the rings on both ends are 
only connected through a single ring. If it is 
perfect...

...mark the beginning.
I add a little ring to the start. This helps me 
remember which direction to weave in case 
I need to put the chain down. This isn’t very 
important, but it helps keep track of what you 
are doing.

Step 8: Cut the chain away from the card.
Use snips or scissors to cut away the card and release the chain.

Cut each hole twice to make it easy to remove 
the chain. If you only make one cut, you risk 
damaging the rings when you pull them off the 
card.

One last check, now that the chain is free.

Ready for some fun weaving? Here we go!
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Step 9: Prepare rings for weaving.
Open half the rings you will need and close half.

At this point, we will weave in an open ring 
and add a closed ring. This is a speed weaving 
technique that lets you weave only half of the 
rings for the chain.

You will need 12–14 rings per inch of chain 
using the rings in this tutorial.

Step 10. Identify the place to begin weaving.
Working from the end of the chain (on the right), find the eye between the 2nd and 3rd rings. 
Make sure the final ring is laying out flat.

From the right, count the rings. The 2nd and 
3rd rings will make a gap, an “eye.” You will 
weave the ring there. 

You will also weave through the final rings on 
the right, as indicated.

You will start weaving from this place and then  
go through the single ring on the end. 

I start from the top, behind the rings, and 
then up through final ring, as seen in the next 
image.
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Step 11: Weave in the open ring.
Weave through the “eye” created by the 2nd and 3rd rings, from the back, and then up and 
through the final ring.

Actually, you can go from final ring and then 
through the 2nd–3rd ring gap, but I find it 
easier working towards the end. Regardless, 
the ring opening should end up towards the 
back so you can grab it like...

...this. You’re still holding the ring from the 
back of the chain. The final ring will flop over 
toward the front, which is good. Otherwise, 
you will have to push it towards the front for 
the next step.

Step 12: Drop on a closed ring.
While holding the ring you just wove in, drop a closed ring over it and then close it.

The closed ring you drop on will rest on top of 
the flopped-over ring. This will place the ring 
on the back side of the chain when you lay it 
out again.

Close the open ring.
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Step 13: Check the placement.
Lay out the chain and make sure everything is layered correctly.

If you have placed the closed ring correctly, 
and then closed the open ring without 
catching any other rings by accident, the 
closed ring should be behind the chain and is 
now the final ring. 

You have just made HP 4-1. Congratulations!

Keep repeating steps 11 and 12 until the chain 
is as long as needed.

(I’ll do another one just to make sure.)

Step 14: Find the place to weave in the next ring.
As before, working from the end of the chain (on the right), find the eye between the 2nd and 3rd 
rings.

Again, find the gap created by the 2nd and 3rd  
rings from the end of the chain. You will weave 
the next ring down through that gap and then 
up through the last ring.

Start with this gap between rings 2 and 3, 
working towards the end of the chain.
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Step 15: Weave in the next open ring; add the closed ring.
As before, weave in from the top at the back of the two rings and then up through the final ring. 
Hold on to it and drop a closed ring over it.

You’ve done this before. The opening will be 
at the back of the chain, where you can grab it 
and hold it.

While holding it, drop on a closed ring. Make 
sure the open ring doesn’t catch any other 
rings. The only place for the closed ring will be 
the correct place. Neat, huh?

Step 16: Check the layering and placement.
Make sure the “new” end ring is under the prior rings. Make sure the view from the top is a regu-
lar V pattern. 

Here is the closed ring you just added, and... ...here is the top view of the V pattern.

NOW: Keep adding an open ring and drop-
ping on a closed ring: steps 14 and 15. Over 
and over and over until the chain is long 
enough. That’s all there is to it!
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Good luck with making the HP 4-1!
That’s all there is to it! Best wishes

Have fun making the HP 4-1! If you have 
questions, email me at  
dbowman@chainofbeauty.com

You may also be interested in my tutorials for:
-Full Persian,
-Candy Cane Cord,
-Dragonscale, and
-Viper Basket.

Also, get more information, resources, and 
advice at http://ChainOfBeauty.com.

Step 17: Add a clasp.
Add the clasp of your choice.

I like to double the last two sets of rings 
holding the clasp. Shown here, two rings 
doubled, and then the rings holding those 
rings are also doubled. The rods are pointing 
to the doubled rings.

The last two sets are doubled here, too, but 
they are a bit easier to see.

On the other end, I could have added the final 
rings to the chain as I did on this end, but then 
the chain would have been longer than I need-
ed. Also, you get to see two ways of doing this. 
(Really, I did that on purpose!)
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Candy Cane Cord Made Easy

Information and Details

The Candy Cane Cord is a variation of the Full Persian chainmaille weave. If you are familiar with 
that weave, this weave will seem intuitive once you understand the pattern. However, don’t worry 
if you aren’t: you soon will be.

We’ll start the Candy Cane Cord with a unit of Full Persian weave. This gives a nice stable base for 
the weave and finishes the ends neatly, which makes adding a clasp simpler.

Ring Sizes

Candy Cane Cord needs an aspect ratio of around 5.5 to 7, but if the aspect ratio is too high, the 
weave looks very sloppy and the rings may not be strong enough to hold their shape.

In this tutorial, we’ll use my favorite ring size, with all gauges measured in AWG:
20 gauge, 4.5 mm inner diameter

(aspect ratio 5.6)

Other good options for rings
20 gauge, 5.0 mm inner diameter (aspect ratio 6.17, a little looser than the 4.5 mm rings, but nice)
18 gauge, 6.0 mm inner diameter (aspect ratio 5.88)
18 gauge, 6.5 mm inner diameter (aspect ratio 6.37, a little looser than the 6.0 mm rings, but nice)

I don’t recommend using any gauges higher than 20. Because this weave takes a fairly high aspect 
ratio, thinner wire probably won’t be strong enough to keep the rings round and closed.

Just in case you use a different wire gauge measurement system...
• 20 gauge AWG has a wire diameter of 0.81 mm
• 18 gauge AWG has a wire diameter of 1.02 mm

Ok, let’s get started!
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Step 1: Prepare your starting rings.
Open a lot of rings in multiples of 4. Every unit of the weave require 4 rings. Then close the last 2 
rings.

Hint: I like to lay out the rings in groups of 4. 
Because the weave units are in fours, I can tell 
where I am in the pattern by how many rings 
are in a row.

Close the last 2 rings of the last group of 4.

Step 2: Create the chain starter.
This is the boring part, but you gotta do it, right? At this point, we could create the Candy Cane 
Cord or the Full Persion—they start the same way.

Catch the two closed rings with an open ring, 
and close the open ring.

Add another open ring, and close it. Now you 
have a nice 2 x 2 chain.
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Step 3: Secure the starter rings.
Get a couple of twisty ties or pieces of thin wire, and tie up those starter rings.

Tie them 2 by 2. 

Hint: You want to make sure the pairs of rings 
won’t spread apart (or not much) where they 
are tied. Otherwise, you’ll have a bit of a mess 
when you first start adding rings.

Flip one set over the other so that the ties are 
right next to each other. 

Step 4: Add the next set of rings.
Add two rings to the inside pair, between the rings in the outer pair. At this point, we’re starting 
the actual weave.

Weave in the next rings where you shown. The 
rings will go where you see the pink mandrel in 
the picture.

When you put in the rings, it will look like this.
Hint: Those outer rings will fall away and flip 
backwards because nothing is holding them 
in place.. Don’t worry about it. They will get 
locked in during the next step.
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Step 5: Arrange rings and pepare to lock them.
Push the rings back into position. (I just know how they look after the last step.) Find the place to 
weave the next ring.

This is what you want to see.
Hint: At any step, the last rings may flip 
backwards. Just hold the chain by the ties you 
used to secure the first rings. Let the chain 
dangle, and everything should fall into place.

The next 2 rings will start on the outside of the 
chain. You will start them where indicated, and 
then go through the last two rings at the end of 
the chain.

Step 6: Weave in the first “outside” ring.
You will weave two rings starting on the outside and then two rings starting on the inside. This is 
still the Full Persian pattern. Here, we’re weaving the first outside ring.

The ring will go through the two places 
indicated. Start toward the base of the chain 
(previous image) and then turn the ring to go 
through those last two rings at the end. The 
opening in the ring will be on the side of the 
chain. Adding the ring gives you...

...this.
This is the hardest ring to add in the entire 
chain.

Notice that the last two rings from the previous 
step are still the last two rings on the chain.
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Step 7: Flip it and repeat on the other side.
You will exacly repeat what you just did with the previous ring. With this design, everything is 
done in pairs on opposite sides of the chain.

The ring you just added is on the back. You will 
start weaving in the next ring where indicated.

Again, start along near the base of the chain...

...and then go through the final rings where 
indicated. The opening in the new ring will be 
along the side. Putting in this ring gives you...

Step 8: Weave in the next “outside” ring.
We are still preparing the starter unit of Full Persian that form the base for the CCC weave and a 
nice clean start to the chain.

...this.

Hint: You have just made the Full Persian 
Weave, which has 2 rings up the middle (step 
4) and 2 rings along the outside (steps 6–8). If 
you keep doing that, you’ll make Full Persian.

Notice how this looks from the side. 

This is important. We’re about to start the 
Candy Cane Cord, and those last two rings at 
the end need to be vertical, up and down. Hold 
the chain so it looks like this.
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Step 9: Add the first diagonal ring.
Now, unlike the Full Persian, we’ll do the first two rings on a diagonal. (I usually get rid of the 
second wire at this point. I keep the first wire to help hold on to the chain while it’s short.)

Add the diagonal rings across the top corner 
facing you, where indicated. This give you...

...this.
Hint: This is the first of 4 rings in this chain 
unit. The first 2 are diagonals; the second 2 go 
along the outide.

Step 10: Flip the chain and repeat. 
Flip the chain over and add the next diagonal ring exactly opposite the first diagonal ring.  

If you flip the chain over, the next place will 
also be at the top corner near you, as indicated. 
Neat, huh?

Your chain should look like this image. 

You have just added the 2 diagonal rings. Next 
up are the 2 outside rings.
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Step 11: Prepare to weave the first outside ring.
This is similar to the Full Persian that you started with, but the rings you weave through are 
crossed, not parallel.

Turn the chain on its side so that the 2 rings you 
just added are vertical. You should see 2 crossed 
rings facing up between the diagonal rings you 
just added.

Start through the two rings indicated.

Hint: You can start by going through the final 
rings first, but it’s more difficult to get through 
these two rings because one side of the new 
ring will already be locked in place.

Step 12: Add the first outside ring.
Remember our pattern: 2 diagonal, then 2 outside. You did the diagonals already. Now, we’ll do 
the outside rings.

The outside ring will go though these rings, as 
indicated. Go through the first two rings and 
turn the open ring so that the new ring weaves 
through those final 2 rings. 

You should now have...

...this.
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Step 14: Position the chain for the next CCC unit.
Hold the chain from the side. It should look like this, with the final two rings of the chain vertical.

Hint: We have done the entire weave now. From 
here on out, you will repeat the pattern. (I’ll go 
through it again quickly.)

Remember, start with the last two rings vertical, 
go diagonal through the top corners, then along 
the outside crossed rings. You will be repeating  
steps 9–13.
Also, remember that we’ll do a final unit of Full 
Persian to match the start of the chain. When 
weaving the Candy Cord Chain, make sure to 
leave room for it.

Step 13: Add the next outside ring.
Flip the chain, and repeat what you just did with the first outside ring.

Same again: Start near the beginning of the 
chain and then weave through the last 2 rings.

From the top, the ring you just added should 
look like this.

You have finished a unit of the Candy Cane 
Cord. Well done!
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Step 15: Add the first diagonal.
Weave in the first diagonal ring of this new CCC unit.

Remember: top corner, as indicated. Now you have this.

Step 16: Add the second diagonal.
Flip the chain over to add the ring opposite the first diagonal.

Flip the chain and add the second diagonal ring 
opposite the first diagonal ring.

Remember: top corner, as indicated.

And now you have this.
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Step 17: Add the first outside ring.
Go through the crossed rings and then through the final rings.

Start near the beginning of the chain and then 
through the final rings.

Which gives you this.

Step 18: Add the second outside ring.
Flip the chain over, and add this ring exactly opposite the prior ring.

Weave the ring through here. Now you have finished the next unit of the 
Candy Cane Cord. Keep repeating 15–18 
(diagonal, diagonal, outside, outside) until the 
chain is long enough. 

Now, we’ll add this finishing unit.
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Step 19: Add 2 rings up the middle (the inside rings).
For the final Full Persian unit to tie off the chain, go through the middle. Put 2 rings there.

Instead of adding diagonal rings as the first two 
rings, add rings up the middle. The Full Persian 
pattern is 2 rings through the middle, then 2 
rings along the outside. Here, we’re adding the 
middle rings. 

You should have this. (I turned the chain a 
quarter of a turn to see those rings more easily.)

Step 20: Add the first outside ring.
First weave through the rings near the start of the chain, and then go through the final rings...just 
like before.

This is identical to the Candy Cane Cord, but 
the rings along the side are parallel, not crossed. 

The new ring looks like this.
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Step 21: Add the second outside ring.
Just like the last step.

You have seen this before. I have nothing clever 
to say at this point. Just add the ring, ok?

Now you have this. The Full Persian unit is 
complete. 
Hint: If you ever need to lengthen the chain 
slightly, add additional Full Persian units to 
each end.

Step 22: Add the clasp
Weave in the clasp-holding rings through the middle rings.

The middle rings are next in the pattern, and 
you can put the clasp rings right through them.

Add the rings, but before you close them, add 
the clasp. Do the same to the start.

You have finished the Candy Cane Cord.
Well done!



More Information and Ideas

Some design options

Now that you know how to switch between the Candy Cane Cord and the Full Persian weaves, you 
can alternate them for an interesting and unique appearance. You can also add units of Byzantine, 
or just about any other rope weave that has two starter rings.

Colors, you ask? Try using different color rings for the diagonal and inside rings. That would look 
pretty neat.

Need help?

I really like this weave and am available to help you get it right. You can reach me at
david@desertchains.com.

Where’s all my jewelry?

If you want to see all my jewelry, please visit my shop at http://desertchains.com.
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Viperscale Made Easy

Information and Details

Viperscale is an advanced weave for bracelets and chokers/necklaces. When well made, with perfect 
ring closures and the correct aspect ratio, it creates an intricate and stunning chain. 

This design is advanced for two reasons:
1. It uses a complex weave pattern with 3 distinct phases, and 
2. It requires weaving from both the front and back of the chain.

3 Phases to the Weave

This is the overall pattern for the weave. If you do each of these correctly and in order, you will 
easily make the Viperscale weave. The only variation in this pattern occurs when starting the chain.

TOP/FRONT OF CHAIN
1. One central ring around the “eye” of the two upright rings, which were added from the back 

(see step 6)
2. Two flipping rings through the “eye” and the central ring just added: flip one down and one up 

(see steps 7 and 8)

BOTTOM/BACK OF CHAIN
3. Two offset rings added through the “eyes” just created  in the previous step, the first ring 

through the lower two “eyes” (2 and 4) and the second ring through the upper “eyes” (1 and 3) 
(see steps 10 and 11)

Once the chain is started, new rings go down towards you first and then up away from you. This is 
the main reason why I work from both sides of the chain. Working both sides of the chain removes 
the need to remember which direction to weave in new rings. Down first, then up.

Aspect Ratios and Ring Selections

Viperscale looks best with an aspect ratio of 5.5 to 6. 
Inner ring diameter / wire diameter = Aspect Ratio 

(example: 6 mm ID / 1.02 mm diameter = 5.88 aspect ratio)

This tutorial:
6 mm inner diameter rings, 18 gauge (AWG, 1.02 mm diameter) for a 5.88 aspect ratio.

Other options:
4.5 mm ID, 20 gauge (AR: 5.56, a little tighter than used in tutorial, should look great)
7.5 mm ID, 16 gauge (AR: 5.81, almost exactly the same as used here)
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Step 1: Create the starter links
Get your rings ready and then create the 2-1 starter chain.

Viperscale doesn’t have a “speed weaving” 
process, so you will have to add each ring one 
at a time. So get a lot of rings opened! (I slightly 
file every cut edge for a smoother finish, which 
adds a lot of time to this process—but I think 
it’s worth it.

Here’s the starter 2-1 chain. Notice that the tops 
of the rings all point up away from the table (or 
down, it doesn’t matter as long as they are the 
same).

Step 2: Tape the rings in place
Tape the rings to hold them still and steady as you begin the chain. Label the top and bottom.

The TOP has the outside rings pointing UP 
and the center ring pointing DOWN.

(I use painters’ tape. It holds nicely and comes 
off easily later. Masking tape also works well.)

The BOTTOM has the outside rings pointing 
DOWN and the center ring pointing UP.
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Step 3: Find the 4 eyes for the next two rings
TOP: You have 4 places to weave in 2 new offset rings, as shown.

The eyes are pretty easy to spot at this point 
in the weave, so pay attention closely to where 
they are. As the weave progresses, they become 
harder to find because you will have a lot of 
rings to look at.

Numbering the eyes, 1–4
#1: upper
#2: upper middle
#3: lower middle
#4: lower

Step 4: Weave in the first offset ring
TOP: Add the first offset ring through the 1st and 3rd eyes.

Here’s are the two eyes where you will add the 
first offset ring. You are weaving through eyes 
1 and 3.

I recommend going through the middle eye 
(#3) first and then through the open ring at the 
top. It’s easier because the rings will be locked 
into place right away.

Weave in the first offset ring.

After we start the chain, you will not go 
through the upper eyes first. You will always 
start with the bottom offset ring.

Later, offset rings will be added from the 
bottom of the chain, unlike here. 
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Checking the pattern so far
TOP: Make sure all 5 rings are in the correct place.

You should have something that looks very 
much like this, when viewed along the top of 
the chain.

Notice the pattern of the offset rings. The left 
ring is in the front; the right ring is in the 
back. We will check this every time we add the 
offset rings to make sure they are in the correct 
place.

Step 5: Weave in the second offset ring
TOP: Add the second offset ring through 2nd and 4th eyes.

Notice that the 2nd eye is above the first 
offset ring you just added. When weaving in 
the second offset ring, make sure you do not 
weave through the first offset ring. The new 
ring goes above it.

Only weave through the two rings that make 
eye #2 and the open ring at the bottom.

Weave in the second offset ring. If you do this 
correctly, it will lay flat on top of the first offset 
ring.
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Step 6: Add the center ring (Phase 1, center ring)
TOP: Weave the center ring through both offset rings, but going around their eye, as shown.

The two offset rings won’t move, or not much, 
so you can pick up the weave (tape still in 
place) and add that one center ring easily.

When you add the center ring, make sure you 
don’t weave through any other rings besides 
the two offset rings.

Step 7: Add the first flipping ring (Phase two, first flipping ring)
TOP: Weave through the eye created by the offset rings and through the center ring. Flip the ring 
DOWN towards the bottom.

Go through the eye and under the center ring. 
I weave this ring in from the right side (i.e., 
through the eye first then under the center 
ring) to make sure I don’t pick up any of the 
other rings below the center ring.

Weave through the three rings and then flip 
the new ring down towards you.

This is called a “flipping ring” because it can 
flip either up or down. We’re always weaving 
down first, so flip it down.
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Step 8: Add the second flipping ring (Phase two, second flipping ring)
TOP: Weave through the eye created by the offset rings and through the center ring. Flip the ring 
UP towards the top.

You weave the second flipping ring through 
the same place as the first flipping ring. Just 
follow the same path as before.

The first flipping ring was flipped down 
towards the bottom. This flipping ring is 
flipped up towards the top.

Step 9: Turn the chain over and find the 4 eyes again
BOTTOM: Once the chain is turned over, the four eyes are found as shown. The flipping rings 
will flop straight down, so flip them back into place when you lay the chain down.

Notice that the center ring now points up and 
to the right. The upper and lower rings are 
pointing down. In case you lose your tape, 
remember: the center rings points towards the 
back/bottom of the weave.

Here are the 4 eyes, again numbered #1–#4, 
from upper to lower eyes. 

From here on out, we will always add the offset 
rings on the bottom side of the weave, lower 
ring first (i.e., through #2 and #4 eyes).



Step 10: Weave in the first offset ring (Phase 3, first offset ring)
BOTTOM: Weave through the #2 and #4 eyes, shown.

Start with the lower pair of eyes (#2, #4). Go 
through the #2 eye and then #4, the open ring. 
It’s easier. because it locks the rings in place.

Remember: Always weave the lower rings first, 
for the offset rings and the flipping rings.

Here’s what you should now have.

The ring you just added lines up with the 
first offset ring directly behind it (shown 
overlapping the blue tape).

Step 11: Weave in the second offset ring (Phase 3, second offset ring)
BOTTOM: Weave through the #1 and #3 eyes, as shown.

We wove through the lower pair of eyes first, 
and now we will weave through the upper pair.

Make sure you only go through the eyes and 
not any other rings. It’s easy to catch the first 
offset ring, so be careful here.

Notice how the new offset ring lines up with 
the original offset rings. Also notice that the 
pair of offset rings is layered, left to right, with 
the lower ring on the left and the upper ring 
on the right.
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Check the pattern before starting over
TOP: Turn the weave back over, top up, and make sure everything looks fine. You can remove the 
tape, but I strongly recommend leaving it in place until you have a few inches of chain.

You just finished an entire section of 
Viperscale! Congratulations!

Now, with the top/front of the weave facing 
you, take a moment to make sure everything 
looks like it should.

At this point, you could start with Step 6 
again: Phase One, add the center ring.

Because Viperscale is a bit complicated, I’ll go 
through the entire process one more time.

Step 12: Add the center ring (Phase One, center ring)
TOP: Weave through the two offset rings, going around the eye they create, as shown. (Same as 
step 6)

As before, find the path around the eye. Weave in the center ring. It should go on top of 
all the other rings, except the rings you wove 
through, of course.
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Step 13: Add the two flipping rings (Phase two: flipping rings)
TOP: Find the path through the two offset rings and under the center ring just added. (Same as 
steps 7 and 8)

As before, the path is through the eye created 
by the offset rings and through the center ring 
just added. 

You will add both flipping rings along this 
same path.

Weave in the lower flipping ring first, and then the upper flipping ring on top of it, both following 
the same path as indicated.

The lower flipping ring is indicated.

Now that we have completed a full section of 
Viperscale, there are a lot of rings here. Make 
sure you only go through the correct rings and 
don’t accidentally pick up any other rings.

The upper flipping is indicated.

As always, weave lower rings first, then upper 
rings.
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Step 14: Weave the two offset rings (Phase three: offset rings)
BOTTOM: Turn the chain over, move the flipping rings back into place, and find the four eyes. 
(Same as step 9)

Flip the weave over, bottom up, and you will 
see the same four eyes.

Weave through the lower pair, #2 and #4 eyes. 
Then weave through the upper pair, #1 and #3 
eyes.

Weave through the lower pair (#2, #4), then the upper pair (#1, #3). (Same as steps 10–11)

Through the #2 eye first, and then through the 
#4 eye, the lower open ring, to lock the flipping 
rings into place (mostly).

Through the #3 eye first, and then through 
the #1 eye, the upper open ring, to lock the 
flipping rings into place (completely).

This is the third set of offset rings. If you look 
carefully, you will see the 2 prior sets, as well. 
Notice that the layering is identical: lower ring 
on the left, upper ring on the right.
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Step 15a: Flip the chain and keep going!
If you will continue the chain, flip it back over, top/front up, and add the center ring. 

You’re about to start Phase one again, same 
as step 12. Return to that step and keep going 
until your chain is as long as desired.

Eventually, you will get back to this point and 
will be ready to add a clasp. Now, go to the 
final step below.

Step 15b: Flip the chain and add a clasp!
When your chain is long enough, add a clasp that connects the two offset rings. You can do this 
on both ends of the chain.

By adding the clasp to the two offset rings, all 
the rings will be locked into place (even those 
pesky flipping rings). Also adding a clasp to 
two rings will make the connection much 
stronger than only connecting the clasp to one 
ring, such as the center ring.

If you need to add a little extra chains for a 
toggle, you can add some 2-2 links to those 
offset rings, too.

That’s pretty much all there is to know about 
making viperscale. Well done!

For a nice variation, try using a different wire 
color for the offset and center rings than you 
use for the flipping rings. This would give the 
middle of the chain a really great look with a 
“frame” created by the outermost rings.

Personally, I like a gold middle with a silver 
outside. Beautiful!



More Tutorials
If you like this tutorial, you can get all of my chain maille tutorials at

http://ChainOfBeauty.com. (Check out the Do It Yourself section in the shop.)
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Viper Basket Made Easy, $2.99
12 pages, 26 images, PDF download

Full Persian Made Easy, $2.99
11 pages, 29 images, PDF download
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Half Persian 4-1 Made Easy, $4.95
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Dragonscale Speedweaving Tutorial 
 

Author, Contact, and Rights 

Dragonscale Speedweaving Tutorial (c) 2013 by David Bowman 
 
This tutorial is copyrighted by nature of being produced and published for public access. Please 
do not copy, share, sell, or reproduce this tutorial without permission of David Bowman. 
 
chain.beauty@yahoo.com 
http://chainofbeauty.wordpress.com, http://etsy.com/shop/chainofbeauty 

Ring Sizes for Dragonscale 

This tutorial uses two ring sizes, as follows. 
 
Large Rings: These are the silver rings in the images. 
Specs: 18 gauge wire (AWG, 1.02 mm diameter), 6 mm inner diameter 
 
Small Rings: These are the bronze rings in the images. 
Specs: 20 gauge wire (AWG, 0.81 mm diameter), 4 mm inner diameter 
 
 
Criteria for Ring Sizes: 
You can use different ring specifications if you follow these 2 criteria. 
 
1. The smaller rings must be able to fit completely inside the larger ring. With the rings in this 
tutorial, the smaller rings have an outside diameter of 5.62 mm. 

(4mm + 0.81mm + 0.81mm = 5.62 mm). 
This is smaller than the 6.0 mm inner diameter of the larger rings, so the rings will fit fine. If the 
outside diameter of the small rings is equal or just over the inner diameter of the large rings, you 
may be able to make the weave, but it will be very, very tight and won’t bend or flex. 
 
2. The inside area of the smaller rings must be large enough for at least 4 of the larger rings to 
pass through them. (Inside area, not inside diameter, because the rings stack.) You can use a 
modified aspect ratio formula to make sure this will happen. 
Instead of using  

Standard AR forumla: ID / GA,  
use the  

Modified formula: ID small ring / GA big ring 
The result should be just under 4. For the ring specs in this tutorial, the result is 3.92, which is 
very nice. As the formula result gets smaller than 4, the weave becomes tighter (assuming you 
can even make it). As the formula result gets larger than 4, the weave becomes looser and the 
rings will slip out of place. 
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Step 1: Prep the Small Rings 

In this technique, all the small rings are pre-closed. Unlike the normal technique, you won’t have 
to weave small rings through multiple layers of large rings, which is the most difficult, and 
slowest, part of the regular technique. Also, you only have to weave 1/2 as many rings into the 
design, which also speeds the weaving process and reduces the chance for confusion. 

 
 

Close a bunch of small rings.  

You will need about 35 per inch of chain. 

 

Step 2: Prep the Large Rings 

 

Then open a bunch of large rings.  

(I know—this part is pretty basic.) 

You will need about 35 per inch of chain. 
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Step 3: Create the Bottom Row 

The bottom row will be a “short” row, meaning it has only 2 large rings. All short rows have 
only 2 large rings and 3 small rings. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

a. Start with one large open 
ring, pick up two small rings, 
and close. 

b. Pick up another small ring 
with a larger ring and weave it 
through a smaller ring added 
to the first large ring... 

c. ...which give you this. 

 
In image B, the pink wire shows where the large ring will go. (This is true throughout this 
tutorial. The big rings always go where the pink wire passes through smaller rings.) 

What to notice: A short row (2 large rings) has 3 small rings. Short rows always have rings 
hanging off the sides, meaning they always have 1 more small ring than large rings. (If your 
short row has 10 large rings, then it will have 11 small rings, but that would be ridiculously wide.) 

Yes, this is too simple for now, but I’m showing all the steps. Don’t worry, it will get a bit 
tougher in step 5. 

Helpful hint: This is so obvious that you likely don’t need any hints. However, if you do need 
hints at this point, then Dragonscale probably isn’t the weave for you.  
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Step 4: Create the Second Row 

The second row is a “long” row, meaning it has 3 large rings. Long rows are always one large 
ring longer than small rows. (Small row = 2 large rings, long row = 3 large rings) 

 

a. Short row on top, long row on bottom 

Make a long row now and... 

b. Carefully place it on top of the small row. 

 

What to notice:  

a. The long row (3 large rings) has only 2 small rings. The long rows will always have one less 
small ring than large rings. So what we find is  

short rows of 2 large rings have 3 small rings (and small rings hang off both sides) 

long rows of 3 large rings have 2 small rings (an no small rings hang off the sides) 

This becomes important in image B. 

b. In image B, the 3 small rings of row 1 fit inside the 3 large rings of row 2. In other words, the 
3 large rings on the top go around the 2 small rings on the bottom. This will be true for the entire 
weave. 

c. Finally, in image B, notice that the small rings on the top (new) row go below the small rings 
in the previous row. This is very important because it creates the layering that makes 
Dragonscale, um, Dragonscale. This pattern will always be true, as we will see. New small rings 
always go below all prior small rings. 

Helpful hint: You should also notice that the small rings point towards you (down) and the large 
rings point away from you (up). At this point, it doesn’t really matter, and when it starts to matter, 
it will happen naturally. So you can ignore this paragraph. 

Congratulations, you now have your first 2 rows of Dragonscale! (Ok, they are just 2 loose 
chains at this point, but still, you’re on your way!) 
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Step 5: Get Ready to Weave Row 3 

We did a short row (row 1) and a long row (row 2), and now we’re ready for another short row. 
This means we’ll have 2 large rings and 3 small rings. 

This is the most difficult part of the entire Dragonscale weave. Once you get past this row, it gets 
easier and easier. Trust me. 

  

a. Find two small rings one row back. This is 
where we will weave in the new large ring. 

b. Don’t worry about pre-adding the small rings. 
We’ll do that once we start row 4. 

 

What to notice:  

a. New large rings will always go around the small rings in the previous row. If we look at the 
current top row, we see it has 2 small rings. This means, the two new large rings that go around 
them can’t connect to them. Instead, they must connect to the small rings in 2 rows back. 

b. We’re adding another small row, just like the small row on the bottom. This means the new 
rings have to go through the same small rings as the bottom row.  

Helpful Hint: Adding the new large rings with two rings pre-attached produces too many loose 
rings flopping around. Leave them off for now. I generally hold the weave down with my thumb 
to keep everything in place while adding this ring. 
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Step 6: Adding the First Ring of the Third Row 

Now that we have found the location for the new large ring, weave it in place and add the two 
small rings. 

a. Weave the large ring in place (the 
hardest step of the entire process). 

b. Now we add the two small rings and 
close the large ring. 

 

What to notice: The opening is at the bottom. The new rings, seen in image 2, are below the 
prior small rings. 

Helpful hints:  

a. I weave each row right to left. This way, I can hold the weave in my left hand while holding 
pliers in my right hand. Also, I weave each large ring up through the right and down through the 
left, i.e., counterclockwise. This puts the opening at the bottom where it is most easy to close.  

c. Try holding the weave against your work surface while you add the large ring on the right. (I 
hold it with my left thumb.) This will push up the smaller rings and hold them in place while you 
add the large ring. Once you get through the small rings on the right, you can probably pick up 
the weave. Caution, it’s going to be a little messy for this first ring. 
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Step 7: Shift the Small Rings to the Sides 

New rings don’t hang down. They go to the sides where they will be ready for holding other 
large rings. 

Move the new small rings 
to the right and left sides 

 

What to notice:  

a. The two new small rings are below all prior small rings. I know I’m repeating myself, but this 
is critical to Dragonscale. 

b. The new small rings rest inside the rings behind them. They don’t hang down but instead slip 
up into the rings two rows back. They are not woven into place. The weave design, itself, will 
hold them there once we get another row in place. 

Helpful hint: Hold the entire piece down with your left thumb again while you use your right 
hand and pliers to shift the small rings into place. (Ok, if you’re left handed, switch this advice. 
Hold it down with your right, non-dominant, hand, and use your pliers in your left, dominant 
hand. Sheeze!) This keeps the other rings from shifting around. 
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Step 8: Find the Place for Row Three, Ring 2. 

Find the 2 open rings on the right 
and the 1 open ring on the left. 

 

What to notice:  

a. We’re about to add the second ring to a short row. This row will be the same pattern as the 
bottom row, which is also a short row. Thus, we can use the bottom row as a guide for weaving 
in this ring and go through the same rings. 

b. The new large ring will go through the two open small rings on the right, one of which is from 
the prior short row and one of which you just added. (An open small ring has large rings through 
the right side but not the left side, so it is only “half-filled.”) 

c. The new large ring will also go through the one available ring on the left, going around the 
middle ring. 

Helpful hint: Again, we’re not pre-adding the small rings yet. You can pre-load it if you wish, 
but the bottom two rows are not yet secured, and having an extra ring flopping around gets 
awkward.  
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Step 9: Add the Final Ring to Row 3 

Once we put in this large ring and add on the small ring, this short row will be complete with 2 
large rings and 3 small rings. Neat, eh? 

a. Weave in the final ring, through 
the two open rings on the right and 
the open ring on the left.  

b. Then add the small ring and 
close the large ring. 

 

What to notice:  

a. In image A, the new rings passes through 2 rings on the right, the new one you just added and 
the ring from 2 rows back. 

b. Once you put on the final small ring for this row, move it to the left side, just like you did 
before. This puts 2 rings on the left.  

c. You should now have 3 new small rings on the bottom, which is always the case when you 
add a short row. 

Helpful hint: The weave is now secure. You can pick it up, put it down, and throw it around. 
The rings are all locked into place. However, try to remember which row is the bottom. I 
sometimes put a little twisty tie on the bottom row to help me remember. 
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Step 10: Check the Layering Carefully 

Correct layering of the small rings is essential to Dragonscale. Now, before we move on from the 
third row, let’s make sure the rings are layered correctly. (By the way, they aren’t!). 

a. The small ring in the circle is 
out of place! Ack! It should be 
below the rings on either side. 

b. Phew! I was able to wiggle it 
into place. Now the weave looks 
great. 

 

What to notice: 

a. In image A, the small ring in the circle is out of place. Rings that start 2 rows back should be 
on the top. Rings that start 1 row back should be in the middle. New small rings should be on the 
bottom. The circled ring is attached 1 row back, so it should be in the middle.  

New small rings: bottom 

Small rings from one row back: middle 

Small rings from two rows back: top 

b. After moving it around, it is in the correct place, as seen in Image B. You will see that the top 
two rows of small rings now make a ziz-zag pattern: above – below – above – below – above. 

Helpful hint: Check the layering after every row you add. If you add an additional row on top of 
mis-layered small rings, the rings will be much harder, or impossible, to move. You may need to 
remove the top row to re-layer small rings underneath. And that kinda’ goes against the whole 
speedweaving idea, right? 
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Step 11: Find the Place to Start the Fourth Row 

Now that the weave is stable, we’ll start pre-loading the small rings. From here on out, it’s 
smooth sailing! Our next row is a long row, so 3 large rings and 2 small rings. 

This row will be identical to the previous long row, which is 2 rows back. 

Find the single small ring attached 
2 rows back on the right. It’s the 
same one added by the right large 
ring of the previous long row. 

 

What to notice: 

The next large ring on this long row will match the previous large ring on the previous long row, 
which, as you can see, is only attached to one small ring on the left. We’ll also attach this new 
large ring to the same small ring. In this way, the new large ring will go around the small rings 
attached to the short row, as we’ll see in the next step. 

Helpful hints:  

a. If you’re like me, you like patterns. Here’s the pattern for adding rings we’ll use from here on 
out: 

Long row: 1 large + 1 small, 1 large + 1 small, 1 large + 0 small (So this ends with 0 small.) 

Short row: 1 large + 2 small, 1 large + 1 small, 1 large + 1 small (So this starts with 2 small.) 

b. No matter how wide you make this weave, long rows always end with 0 new small rings, and 
short rows always start with 2 new small rings. Otherwise, just add 1 large and 1 small ring. 
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Step 12: Add the Large Ring to Start the Fourth Row 

You can pick up the weave now when adding new large rings. Really. It’s ok. In fact, I 
recommend it. 

Weave in the large ring, with 
small ring attached. 

Then slide the small ring over to 
the left, as indicated. 

 

What to notice:  

a. The new large ring goes around the 2 small rings on the right. 

b. The new small ring, shown dangling, will slip right into the place indicated on the left. It 
should rest inside the ring behind it. 

c. We added the large ring and the small ring at the same time. 

Helpful Hint: None. I’m not feeling helpful right now. Oh, ok.  

This new large ring will be easier to weave into place if you pick up the weave with your left 
hand, let it dangle, and hold your pliers in your right hand. But you already knew that, didn’t you? 

And, once again, reverse this tip if you’re left handed.  
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Step 13: Find the Place for the Next Large Ring on the Fourth Row 

Following the long-row pattern, we’ll add another large ring with a small ring attached. We’ll 
weave in the large ring just like we did on the previous long row. 

As before, find the two open rings 
on the right, and the single open 
ring on the left, around the 2 rings 
in the middle. 

 

What to notice:  

a. Again, find the two open rings on the right, one from the one row back and the one you just 
added. 

b. The open ring on the right is also from one row back. 

Helpful hint: As you’re adding large rings with small rings already attached, make sure to 
weave from the bottom of one side, up and over the middle rings, and down through the final 
ring. This makes sure the attached ring will be on the bottom and not on the top. Whether you’re 
going clockwise or counterclockwise (the right way!) start and end at the bottom.  
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Step 14: Add the 2nd Large Ring and Slide the Small Ring 

... You’ve seen this before. 

Weave the large ring through the 2 
open rings on the right and the 1 
open ring on the left.  

Then slide the dangling small 
rings to the place indicated on the 
left. 

 

What to notice: The Dragonscale pattern should be very obvious by now. This new row of rings 
is identical to the prior long row, which is now two rows back. 

Helpful hint: This is the last small ring for this row. Once you slide it into place, do a quick 
check of the layering. 

Step 15: Find the Place for the Final Large Ring for the Fourth Row 

Locate the two open rings on the 
right side of where the ring will 
go. 
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Step 16: Place the Final Large Ring on the Fourth Row 

This is the end of a long row, so you only need the large ring. 

Add the large ring through the 2 
open rings. 

Check your layering. 

 

What to notice:  

a. You now have 4 complete rows of Dragonscale, 2 short rows and 2 long rows. 

b. All the new small rings are on the bottom (or should be). Small rings that start 1 row back are 
in the middle, and small rings that start 2 rows back are on the top. The top-most small rings 
create a zig-zag pattern: above – below – above – below – above. 

Helpful hint:  

a. You can continue this pattern forever, or as long as your endurance holds out. You will be 
adding about 70 rings per inch. Prepare for a long time weaving. 

b. Although you can likely continue on your own from here, we haven’t yet done a short row 
with pre-loaded small rings, so I’ll do that next. 
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Step 17: Find the Place to Start the Next Short Row 

This row will mirror the prior short row, which is now two rows back. Because this is a short 
row, we begin with 2 pre-loaded small rings. 

Starting from the right again, find 
the two open small rings in the 
middle row of small rings. 

 

What to notice: You will use the open ring on the far right, go around the next two rings, and 
through the middle open ring. Just like before, you’re weaving the new large ring through two 
middle small rings. 

Helpful Hint: Two pre-loaded rings might be a bit awkward and difficult to keep on the large 
ring. You might want to add the large ring first and then slip on the small rings before closing. 
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Step 18: Add the Large Ring and Slide the Small Rings into Place 

Weave the large ring into place, 
with 2 small rings pre-loaded. 

Move the small rings to the right 
and left, under the prior rings. 

Find the next place for a large 
ring. 

 

What to Notice:  

a. Here, I have added the large ring and two small rings. Then I moved the small rings right and 
left into position. 

b. Since we’ve done this before, I found the place for the next ring to go already. And there’s the 
next large ring and 1 small ring pre-loaded. 

Helpful hint: We’re moving fairly quickly now. Speedweaving is living up to its name. 
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Step 19: Weave in the Final Ring and Check the Layering 

Weave the large ring into place, 
with 1 small ring pre-loaded. 

Check the layering. 

 

What to notice: All the new rings are below all prior rings, and the layering is correct. 

Helpful hints: 

When you are nearing the end of the chain and are getting ready to add the clasp, don’t make 
another long row. Make a short row of 2, like the one in the image. This narrows the chain down 
to a smaller point. Then, you can do two things. 

1. Add a three-hole clasp (such as a tube clasp) to the three small rings (see last page), or 

2. Add a single large ring through the middle two small rings and add a one-point clasp to it, 
such as in the images on the last page. 

 

That’s it! You’ve got it now. Good luck with your Dragonscale weaving.  

My final hint is this: Once you get proficient at speedweaving Dragonscale, put on a movie. 
You’re going to be weaving this one for a long, long time. Hours, even.  

If you have questions, convo me through Etsy. Best wishes! 
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Adding a toggle clasp to Dragonscale. Bottom 
view. I added four rings around the final large 
ring, two above and two below the small rings 
that hold the large ring in place. Seemed 
sturdier, to me. 

Adding a toggle clasp to Dragonscale. Top 
view. The extra links are hidden from view. Of 
course, on the other end, the weave is reversed, 
so the extra rings show up there. On the other 
hand, the extra rings are necessary to allow the 
toggle to go through the clasp for closing. 

 

Dragonscale finished with a tube-style clasp. 
Notice that the clasp is connected to the 3 
small rings that come off the final short row. 
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